
Questionnaire for Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) Living in the  

Collective Centers in Imereti and Samegrelo 

 

1) How many members are there in your family and are you registered as one household? 

2) When and how did you move to the current place of residence? (were you assigned there by a 

state agency, or in another way?) 

3) Were you registered in another Collective Center (CC) or private sector before moving to your 

current place of residence? 

4) If you were living in another CC what object (name of the object) were you resettled from and 

when? 

5) How many IDPs were living in that object and for how many years? Where are they now? 

6) Are you or the member of your household registered in any of the CCs or cottages elsewhere 

and if yes, where exactly? 

7) How many families are living in your CC now? Where did they come from? 

8) Do you have a condominium in your CC and how does it work? 

9) Is the current building occupied only by IDPs or are there other groups of people living in? 

10) Do you have the ownership and registration documents proving that the flat you are living in 

now has been self-privatized? If no, has anybody come to you on that issue and based on their 

information when are you expecting this process to be finalized in your CC? 

11) What are the current living conditions in your CC and are they any better than those in your 

previous CC?  

a. Privacy 

b. Number of rooms and square meters allocated per family? 

c. Water, gas, and electricity supply? (are there electricity and gas pipes in your collective 

center, do you still receive state subsidies to cover utility costs or not? If yes, is it fully 

subsidized or not? 

d. Toilets? (e.g., communal or private, are IDPs happy with that?) 

e. Roof, walls and windows? 

f. Access to schools and transportation  

12) Are you generally satisfied with the quality of renovation that was carried out in your CC by the 

construction companies that were contracted by the Municipal Development Fund? If no, what 

are the main problems that arose after the renovation works were completed? 

13) Did you have an opportunity to choose which building materials to use for the renovation? (e.g., 

tiles, paint, floor, frames, lighting and bathroom equipment) 

14) How much of the renovation had been done by the construction companies and how much was 

the IDP’s own investments? 

15) Did you appeal to the MRA’s regional offices that you are not satisfied with the quality of 

renovation offered and if yes, what was the reaction from the Ministry? 

16) Have the construction companies returned to you to fix the post-renovation defects in your CC? 

If yes, how many times and when was the last time they got back to you?  

  


